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Research Statement
Even as computers encompass our daily activities, the potential for ordinary people to harness real

computational power remains limited. The chief obstacle is that computers must be programmed, and
as every programmer knows, programming is difficult. Those who devote themselves to mastery of
programming can create amazing things. Few people, however, have access to the time, money, or
mentors to make obtaining this kind of expertise feasible.

My primary research goal is to enable “end users” (non-programmers) to access the full capabilities
of computers in the absence of these resources. Efforts that popularize programming like the “Hour of
Code” are worthy causes, but their potential is limited by the practicality of educating people at scale. I
believe that we must also develop new programming technologies. Traditional programming language
design favors generality and expressiveness. These are important desiderata, but research suggests that
these traits likely discourage novice users. Beginners “learn new material contextually, fitting it into
existing cognitive structures.” [1] Users need to see a clear path from their concrete problem instance
to its solution. Thus, I strive to design programming language tools that let users think concretely
wherever possible, that work well for a sufficiently large set of scenarios, and that favor simple and
understandable interfaces instead of broad functionality. Furthermore, I aim to design technologies
that let users verify that their programs do what they want.

Spreadsheets
Spreadsheets are one of the most important end-user applications in the world, with an estimated 750
million users of Microsoft Excel alone. Their intuitive visual presentation and point-and-click interface
make them easy to use and allow users great flexibility in storing data. This simplicity belies a powerful
functional programming and relational data model. The combination of simplicity and power mean
that spreadsheets are widely used in government, business, science, and finance. Because spreadsheets
generally do not constrain data layout or programming convention, users may encounter obstacles
that do not arise in other environments. Worse, avoiding these problems becomes more difficult as
spreadsheets grow in size. My thesis work focuses on three important tasks in a typical spreadsheet
user’s pipeline: data wrangling, data cleaning, and ensuring that spreadsheet programs are correct.

Data wrangling (PLDI '15 [2]; work with MSR Redmond). Because spreadsheets are often used
as a kind of “poor man’s database”, users employ creative solutions for storing high-dimensional data in
2D layouts. The trouble arises when users need to answer queries with their data. Data manipulation
tools make strong assumptions about data layouts and cannot read these ad hoc databases. Converting
data into the appropriate layout—a task known as “data wrangling”—requires programming skills or a
major investment in manual reformatting. It is estimated that data analysts spend nearly 80% of their
time engaged in this task [3].

I designed a data wrangling tool for end-users called FlashRelate as a plugin for Microsoft Excel.
FlashRelate is a programming by example tool that lets users specify a data transformation by clicking
on the set of cells that they want converted into a row in a relational table. Using a novel program syn-
thesis algorithm, FlashRelate generalizes from the user’s examples, synthesizing a whole-spreadsheet
transformation. At it’s core, FlashRelate learns a transformation program in a custom domain specific
language called Flare. FlashRelate runs the Flare program and presents its output as a relational
table. If the table is not what the user wants, the user interactively refines the output by supplying
additional examples or by flagging counterexamples. This process typically takes only a few seconds and
requires the user to provide only a few positive and a few negative examples. FlashRelate was awarded
PLDI 2015’s top honor for software artifacts, the Distinguished Artifact Award. A video demonstration
is available at http://tinyurl.com/mh3bo3a.

Data cleaning (OOPSLA '14 [4]). Removing or correcting bad input data—a task known as “data
cleaning”—is a major component of many spreadsheet users’ workflows. While testing and static analysis
can help root out bugs in programs, these techniques can do little to find problems in the input data itself.
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Finding these errors is of critical importance, as bad data can lead to wrong conclusions. For example,
the spreadsheet behind Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff’s influential policy paper, “Growth in a
Time of Debt,” contained many non-obvious data errors, leading to wrong conclusions [5, 6, 7].

Data debugging is a novel technique designed to help users find input errors in spreadsheets [4].
Data debugging is a hybrid dynamic program and nonparametric statistical analysis that automatically
finds potential data errors. Since it is impossible to know a priori whether data are erroneous, data
debugging instead locates data that has a disproportionate impact on the computation. CheckCell, a
data debugging tool for non-programmers, is implemented as a point-and-click add-in for Microsoft Excel,
suitable for end users with little to no programming experience. CheckCell automatically identifies
several key flaws in the Reinhart-Rogoff spreadsheet. A video presentation of CheckCell is available at
https://www.infoq.com/presentations/checkcell.

Spreadsheet program correctness (current work). Because spreadsheets are widely used in im-
portant domains like government, science, and finance, spreadsheet program errors can have catastrophic
consequences, including misleading conclusions and billions of dollars in losses [6, 8, 9]. Ensuring that
spreadsheets are correct is difficult because many spreadsheet programs that run without error are
nonetheless incorrect [10]. Prior research has approached the problem by either augmenting spreadsheet
languages with type systems or by carefully crafting pattern-based bug-finding tools [11, 12, 13, 14]
While the former can find many bugs, it generally requires that users supply annotations, which is
burdensome for users. The latter finds usages inconsistent with known patterns much like program
linters, but given the free-form nature of spreadsheets, they do not generalize to all spreadsheets.

My current work develops a bug-finding technique that requires no annotations, and does not rely on
hard-coded patterns, heuristics, or domain knowledge, with the goal of finding arbitrary inconsistencies.
Since correct code is typically more common than incorrect code, I adopt an anomaly-based approach.
Spatio-structural analysis is a static program analysis that looks for reference anomalies, the most
common kind of formula error [11, 10]. Importantly, spatio-structural analysis always provides the user
with a candidate bugfix. I built a spatio-structural bug-finding tool for Microsoft Excel called ExceLint.
My preliminary work suggests that ExceLint is effective at finding bugs with a minimal user burden.
The typical analysis time is on the order of milliseconds. Not only does ExceLint find one of the most
important classes of bugs in the Rinehart-Rogoff spreadsheet [6], ExceLint ranks these anomalies as
top bugs.

Crowdsourcing
Humans can perform many tasks with ease that remain difficult or impossible for computers. Crowdsourc-
ing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk make it possible to harness human-based computational
power at an unprecedented scale, but their utility as a general-purpose computational platform remains
limited. The lack of complete automation makes it difficult to orchestrate complex or interrelated tasks.
Recruiting more human workers to reduce latency costs real money, and jobs must be monitored and
rescheduled when workers fail to complete their tasks. Furthermore, it is often difficult to predict the
length of time and payment that should be budgeted for a given task. Finally, the results of human-based
computations are not necessarily reliable, both because human skills and accuracy vary widely, and
because workers have a financial incentive to minimize their effort.

Crowdsourcing is also a new and potentially transformative form of labor [15]. A select few instances
like FoldIt [16] and Galaxy Zoo [17], demonstrate that crowdsourcing can combine machines and
humans for greater computational efficiency. But this is not enough: ideally, crowdsourcing also provides
reliable and meaningful employment for workers [18, 19]. Containing the complexity of crowdsourcing
programs is essential if we hope to achieve these goals while making its use commonplace. My research
takes steps toward lowering the barrier to entry so that this new form of hybrid computation lives up to
its potential.

I publicly commit to ensuring that my research promotes a fair and respectful working environment
for crowd workers [20].
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Labeling tasks (OOPSLA '12 [21], CACM Research Highlight '16 [22]). AutoMan is the first
fully automatic crowdprogramming system for labeling tasks. AutoMan integrates human-based
computations into a standard programming language (Scala) as ordinary function calls that can be
intermixed freely with traditional functions. This abstraction lets AutoMan programmers focus on their
programming logic. An AutoMan program specifies a confidence level for the overall computation and a
budget. The AutoMan runtime system then transparently manages all details necessary for scheduling,
pricing, and quality control for labeling tasks. AutoMan automatically schedules human tasks for each
computation until it achieves the desired confidence level; monitors, reprices, and restarts human tasks
as necessary; and maximizes parallelism across human workers while staying under budget. AutoMan is
currently being evaluated by the e-commerce website, Etsy, for training their in-house machine learning
infrastructure.

Estimation tasks (CHI '17 [23]). Labeling tasks are only one kind of crowd work. Estimation tasks
ask workers to estimate a real number. Because estimation operates over continuous values like position
or weight, prior quality control approaches for labeling tasks, which are usually based on worker
consensus, are not applicable.

VoxPL is a high-level programming framework and nonparametric inference technique that allows
programmers to obtain high-quality estimates using the crowd. VoxPL was incorporated into the
AutoMan crowdprogramming system, thus leveraging its automation for pricing and scheduling. VoxPL
lets programmers concisely write complex estimation tasks with a desired level of confidence, confidence
interval, and maximum budget. VoxPL’s runtime system implements a novel quality control algorithm
that automatically computes sample sizes and obtains high quality estimates from the crowd at low
cost. We evaluated VoxPL by implementing a set of estimation applications, ranging from facial feature
recognition to calorie counting from photos of meals. The resulting programs are concise—under 200
lines of code—and obtain high quality estimates from the crowd quickly and inexpensively.

Debugging crowd programs (current work with Google Summer of Code intern). Debugging
crowd programs is surprisingly difficult [24]. Traditional program bugs in combination with crowd
programs are hard to reproduce because crowds are unpredictable. Further, “ambiguity bugs” are
specification errors unique to crowdsourcing. These errors run from merely bad phrasing of a task to
input-dependent ambiguity (e.g., asking workers to “label the person’s nose” for a picture that contains
no person). Counterintuitively, when these bugs are paired with quality control algorithms, symptoms
are slow response times or high costs, not program crashes. Diagnosing these problems is further
complicated by the fact that worker responses cannot be reproduced offline.

I am currently building a visual debugging and monitoring system for AutoMan. HuMon shows
visualizations for worker agreement and provides the programmer with estimates for time-to-completion
and total cost while tasks are running. While a task is online, HuMon makes it easy for programmers
to identify “stragglers.” For important long-running computations, HuMon allows programmers to
intervene by canceling individual tasks or by supplying answers manually. Offline, traces gathered by
the tool can be used to replay the task later to facilitate debugging. Replay can alternately use precise
traces or a sampling approach to simulate worker nondeterminism.

Robust Software
Reusable software components are now widely available from numerous sources: standard programming
language libraries, third-party libraries, online code repositories, as well as web service APIs. A
typical mobile application with social networking capabilities may make use of all of these resources.
Unfortunately, the reliability of these software components is generally opaque to programmers. Worse,
for web services, communication over inherently unreliable networks means that programmers must
anticipate intermittent failures even for even reliable components. Given a long enough running time,
the chance that a program will encounter at least one failure-inducing input is high.
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Mitigating runtime errors (current work with IBM T.J. Watson). Robusta is an extension to
programming language exception handlers that adds reliability for black-box code. Intuitively, Robusta
allows programmers to signal that failure is possible using a try clause but that the runtime itself should
automatically mitigate the error using a retry clause. On unexceptional program runs, Robusta returns
the program’s result as-is and silently learns a model of acceptable inputs. When an exception occurs,
Robusta logs the failure for offline debugging and then compensates for the failure, querying its model
for a substitute input that keeps the program running. The new output is a best-effort approximation
to the intended output. Robusta leverages the observation that for many programs, similar inputs
produce similar outputs, a property called “program continuity”. Our implementation has demonstrated
Robusta’s effectiveness for a wide variety of programs, from mathematical functions to JSON parsing
and Node.js programs. We are currently working to improve Robusta’s approximation quality and speed.

Reproducible Research and Research Artifacts
My experience building software systems convinces me that implementing research ideas and testing
them under realistic scenarios is an important test of external validity. Consequently, I build software
intended to be redistributed, submit my software artifacts to artifact evaluation committees, and make
all of my software available under permissive licenses whenever possible. These extra steps require a
substantial additional effort, but it ensures that other researchers can validate and build on my work,
and that my work is available to the public. This latter point is especially important to me because my
research agenda specifically sets out to build useful software for the general public.

Links to my research artifacts may be found at http://people.cs.umass.edu/~dbarowy.

Future Research
Crowdsourcing. The AutoMan crowdprogramming framework was intentionally designed to be exten-
sible for the purpose of accommodating future crowdsourcing research. I am interested in investigating
the following questions:

Which quality control algorithms work best? AutoMan’s quality control algorithms model workers as
noisy respondents and treats quality control as a statistical noise rejection problem. Other approaches
exist, however. For example, numerous researchers model worker expertise or task difficulty (both latent
variables) and weight responses to maximize the probability of the best answer [25, 26, 27, 28]. It is an
open question under which conditions one approach works better than the other. AutoMan’s quality
control algorithm is a runtime parameter, which means that it should be feasible to compare techniques
directly while holding all other variables fixed.

How much useful work can be done with biased workers? We know that Mechanical Turk workers may
not be representative of more general populations [29]. For some tasks, like labeling facial features in an
image, these demographics do not matter. For other tasks, like asking whether an image is pornographic,
cultural sensitivities vary widely. Recent work in statistical debiasing suggests that even very biased
samples can yield good estimates as long as some longitudinal data about populations is available, e.g.,
with presidential elections [30]. Can we use such techniques to adjust skewed responses from MTurk
workers? Furthermore, can we do so automatically? Long-running crowdsourcing pipelines may provide
enough information to make these adjustments possible.

End-user Programming. My work building FlashRelate, CheckCell, and ExceLint all reflect my
desire to bring programming to the masses. For all the amazing technology we have around us, I still
think that we are far from this goal.

Can these systems be made more predictable for end users? One frustrating problem with synthesis-
based systems (e.g., FlashRelate) is that their outputs are volatile. When a user refines a specification,
program synthesis engines frequently produce completely different outputs than the one prior. Synthesis
algorithms also scale in counterintuitive ways, especially in the presence of noisy inputs. Users who
encounter these issues often remark that the system is “broken.” In reality, user notions about how
these systems work are incorrect. Nonetheless, end-user perceptions of performance and reliability
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have implications for adoption and are important technical challenges. Small-scale experiments I’ve
conducted suggest that specification refinements can be found incrementally, which may improve both
understandability and efficiency, but it remains to be seen if this idea is practicable.

Can we make program synthesis engines more flexible? Sketch [31] undoubtedly is responsible for
the resurgence in interest in program synthesis. Nonetheless, helping Sketch succeed for sophisticated
programs is an open problem [32]. Others, including me, pursue domain-specific approaches where
closed-world assumptions simplify synthesis tasks substantially [33, 34, 2, 35]. The result makes
synthesis feasible for a mind-boggling array of problems, from the creation of analog circuitry [36]
to bioengineering tasks [37]. Nonetheless, these systems still require substantial engineering effort
and critically rely on domain knowledge. Two recent approaches suggest a middle ground. Stochastic
techniques [38] appear to allow designers to relax closed-world assumptions, while general-purpose
engines [39] provide standard mechanisms to encode domain knowledge, reusing well-known core
techniques. Can we combine the two? Furthermore, can we make use of machine learning to acquire
domain knowledge? Finally, to reduce user burden, how can we maximize user feedback?

Long term vision. Can “programming” be more like a conversation? Can we imagine a world where
good programs are less mathematical [40]? Can we take advantage of user context to reduce communica-
tion burden [41]? What technologies do we need to do to enable the kind of natural, expressive, voice- or
gesture-guided computer interaction that we see in science fiction like Star Trek? No doubt, developing
these interfaces entails many open research problems, and this is why we do not yet have them. But I
also suspect that, like most people, programming language researchers tend to work within their comfort
zones; we are comfortable with text-based programming. As programming language researchers, we
need to aim higher. Accessible technologies will not be built unless we explicitly set out to build them.

The benefit of innovating in this area extends well beyond novice programmers. Programmers
with disabilities often struggle because few language designers consider the implications of their
design choices. For example, sight-disabled programmers who use screen readers, which often ignore
whitespace, struggle with whitespace-sensitive languages like Python [42]. The keyboard-centric nature
of programming means that sometimes even able-bodied programmers face temporary disabilities like
repetitive-strain injuries. What about the mentally disabled? Can we envision ways for them to have
rich interactions with computers? What about even more far-out scenarios, like computing while “taking
a shower, driving a car, or jogging” [43]? Given the great potential some of these applications may have
for social change, we should be stretching ourselves to imagine how we might thread computational tools
throughout people’s everyday lives.
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